Electrohydrodynamics in hierarchically structured monolithic and particulate fixed beds.
We have investigated the basic dependence of electroosmotic flow (EOF) velocity and hydrodynamic dispersion in capillary electrochromatography (CEC) on the variation of applied field and mobile phase ionic strengths employing silica-based particulate and monolithic fixed beds. These porous media have a hierarchical structure characterized by discrete intraparticle (intraskeleton) mesoporous and interparticle (interskeleton) macroporous spatial domains. While the macroporous domains contain quasi-electroneutral electrolyte solution, the ion-permselectivity (charge-selectivity) of the mesoporous domains determines the co-ion exclusion and counter-ion enrichment at electrochemical equilibrium (without superimposed electrical field) which depends on mesopore-scale electrical double layer (EDL) overlap and surface charge density. This adjustable, locally charge-selective transport realized under most general conditions forms the basis for concentration polarization (CP) induced by electrical fields superimposed in CEC. CP characterizes the formation of convective diffusion boundary layers with reduced (depleted CP zone) and increased (enriched CP zone) electrolyte concentration, respectively, at the anodic and cathodic interfaces in fixed beds containing the cation-selective, silica-based particles (or monolith skeleton). CP originates in the electrical field-induced coupled mass and charge transport normal to the charge-selective interfaces and has consequences for the EOF dynamics, hydrodynamic dispersion, and analyte retention in CEC. A secondary EDL with mobile counter-ionic space charge can be induced in the depleted CP zone leading to induced-charge EOF in the macroporous domains. It is characterized by a nonlinear dependence of the average EOF velocities on applied field strength and strong local velocity components tangential to the surface which enhance lateral pore-scale dispersion, thereby decreasing (axial) zone spreading. Differences in the pore space morphology of random-close sphere packings and monoliths criticially affect the intensity of CP and induced-charge EOF in these materials. CP is identified as a key phenomenon in CEC which also influences effective migration and the retention of charged analytes because the local intensity of CP inherently depends on applied field and mobile phase ionic strengths.